
March 30, 2009 
Overcoming Suspicions 
 
I know that is hard to do. Especially out there where you have all been pitted one 
against the others for so long.  Learn to talk to each other. 
 
I am breaking one of my own rules here. I am posting an email without the 
writer's permission. But since he is defending himself and since he was named in 
the previous postings, I feel it is the right thing to do.  
 
One suggestion he makes is that people talk to those involved with his programs 
and his work and draw their opinions from that.  
 
If only more people would do that! In everything!  
 
Further, a point he makes is one that I have made, and the one that breaks my 
heart the most out there: People who work so hard to overcome the 
circumstances of the rez, go and get a real education, and then come back to 
help their community, because they love their community, and are torn apart by 
the community.  That is the single most destructive behavior out there. Running 
off the good people, who worked so hard to get an education, only to be treated 
like garbage by the Tribal Council and their own people. 
 
I don't know if Charles Morin is the right guy or not. But I do know that if you want 
an answer to that question, you better make a point of talking to him. Apparently, 
he is available for that conversation.  
 
Give it a try and let me know. 
 
Here now, his email to me: 
 

"Hello 
This is Charlie Morin 
I would like to clarify what is being said about my previous job at the 
college. I worked with the HCOP program at Cankdeska Cikana Comm 
College. I in fact brought that program back from the brink of going under 
because of the previous director Derrick Dauphinais who quit right before 
a big report was to be completed and he didn't have a clue how to do it 
because the college president made him do his own reports!! He always 
used "consultants" to do his job. He was to do this reporting himself. He 
also has used that same action with the Boys and Girls Club here on Spirit 
Lake. I again took over a job he previously had and I am again cleaning up 
the biggest mess I have ever seen!! The college grant "HCOP" had a lot of 
money but I did not mismanage it like they "whoever" said! I did have 
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many students go on to other colleges and get trained in nursing and 
CNA's. Ask some of them who are around here on the res. they will tell 
you how good the program was before president bush decided he wanted 
a war in iraq, so that is WHY the HCOP grant didn't get funded, along with 
every other HCOP program in the US! So whoever made the comment 
that I did wrong better do their homework and stop making accusations 
about something they have no clue about. That is typical of how things 
work around here someone who has worked hard to get an education gets 
butchered by people who would just as soon cut down someone rather 
than get to know them and work together to make our reservation a better 
place to live for our children." 

 
If it is important that you elect qualified decent people to your tribal council, take 
the time to get to know who they are. If all you have is this blog, and all I have are 
the comments or rantings from people with no time to run my usual verification 
process, then let's at least hope I get some or most of it right. I can't do that 
without your help and your input. 
 
Further, it is YOUR job to stand up for anyone you think is wrongly accused. If 
you donʼt support or are not willing to stand up and speak up for someone that is 
wrongly accused, then you deserve the corruption that you allow to happen.  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


